
The 

building is reopening on a
modified schedule while we

continue to wait for more
equipment to arrive.  

Please note that at this
time, Senior Fit will only be
available to members who

have already taken the
exercise equipment

training course.  Once
everything is in place and

we have our grand opening,
other members will be
offered times for that

training as well.  

Thank you for your
patience!

The most recent copy of the March calendar has a revision
date of 3/15/23.  Please make sure you're checking to see if
you have the most recent copy.  It is attached to this email.
The only change made to this week's calendar was more
information about National Walk in the Park Day. See
page 2 for more information.  We hope you will join us!

Washington County
Senior Activities Center

March 20-24, 2023

calendar updates

535 East Franklin Street
Hagerstown, MD 21740

(301)790-0275 Ext. 243 and 246

Spring begins March 20, 2023!
If you've been hibernating this winter, make it

your goal to get out and about this spring. 
 Plan to join us for upcoming programs,

including Wednesday Walks beginning in
April.  We will enjoy fresh air and sunshine

(hopefully) with old and new friends.  
SEE SEPARATE

ATTACHMENT FOR
DETAILS



National Walk                    
in the Park Day

Thursday, March 30
10:30 at Marty Snook Park

and/or
1:00 at Fairgrounds Park

Join the 

Senior Center Activity Team &         

 fellow SAC Members for 

Marty Snook (Halfway) Park- Meet at the pavilion behind the
parking lot closest to Bower Ave.  

 
Fairgrounds Park- From main entrance on N. Cleveland Ave.,
turn right into the parking lots; Park around lot A/B and meet

us in the first pavilion there.  

  **Please preregister to let us know you're coming.                                 
We'll provide a few snacks for our walkers to enjoy.** 



The Community Action Council, one of our partnering agencies, is
requesting the input of some of our senior center members.   This week,

there will be Community Action Council surveys placed in the lobby of the
senior center.  The CAC would appreciate you taking the time to complete
this Community Needs Assessment and returning it to the Commission on
Aging.  It will then be returned to the CAC representative.  Of course this
survey is optional, but your input would be appreciated.  If you don't see

the survey out, please ask at the front desk. 

BE SURE TO CHECK THE CALENDARS
ATTACHED TO THIS EMAIL TO 

SEE WHAT ACTIVITIES ARE COMING UP!

Update to information provided last week:

*Crocheting and Knitting are now combined into one class and will run from
9:30am-12:00pm on Mondays. (Arrive at a time convenient for you.)  This group
is primarily for people who already know how to knit/crochet, with no formal
instruction.  Members do assist each other however in learning new techniques.  

Beginning in April, on the first Monday of each month there will be knitting
instruction for beginners from 11am-12pm.  On the second Monday of each
month, Carole will provide knitting instruction on a particular topic. (April will
feature ribbing variations.) This will also be from 11am-12pm.  Instruction will be
limited to 3 participants. 

Sewing instruction will also be held on the second Monday of each month from
12:30-1:30pm, with sewing circle (sewing for a cause) taking place as it has been. 



 
REMEMBER, CLASSES OPEN UP FOR PRE-REGISTRATION 30 DAYS AHEAD OF TIME AND REMAIN

OPEN UNTIL THE DAY BEFORE THE CLASS OR UNTIL THE CLASS IS FILLED.
There are three easy ways to preregister for activities:

1. Use the Copilot Community system from the comfort of your home. If you have internet
and email, you can sign up easily to use Copilot. Instructions are attached to this email.

2. Class Sign-Up papers are available at the front desk of the Senior Activity Center. I have
placed some in each room as well Just complete the form to let us know how many

weeks you want to preregister for a particular class (remember, up to 30 days out) and
hand it to me, Jackie, or the front desk greeter.

3. You can call (301) 790-0275, ext. 243 or ext. 246 to request preregistration.
Thanks for your understanding!

-Abby 

PRE Please remember that everyone is asked to pre-register
for classes. Being pre-registered for all senior center
activities makes check-in much easier.  It also helps to
assure that we do not exceed class limits based upon
space in the room, or the number of participants
agreed upon with the instructor.

IT'S NOT TOO LATE!
Sign up for any of the remaining 
three weeks of this educational

program which covers a variety of
health topics.

The class is held on
Wednesdays until March 29.

*3:30 - 4:30 pm*
Pre-Registration is required.

 

Senior Call Check-In
 

Did you know that Maryland residents who are 65
and older are eligible to sign up for Senior Call

Check? The Maryland Department of Aging offers
this free, daily automated phone call. If you miss

your call, there is a system in place to ensure that
an alternate person is contacted to check in on

you. Each daily call shares a brief message to keep
Senior Call Check participants aware of COVID-19

updates, health and nutrition tips, scams and
fraud alerts, and so much more. Sign up today and

invite your friends to sign up too!



We need more square dancers to join our Monday classes!  Our square dancing
classes are for anyone, whether you’ve danced in the past or haven’t done so
since elementary school.  If you can walk and know your right from your left-
AND if you like to laugh and have fun- you can square dance! Our instructor,
Dan, will get you moving.   Singles and couples are welcome. Our next class is

this Monday, March 20 at 10:30am. 

Please remember, if you made it to the list for the Strength
Training classes that begin March 28/30,  stop by and pay your

$5 registration fee before March 27 to hold your spot.   
Remember, there is still one more week of the current session's

strength training classes. 

                   The next Senior Night at the                                                
Potomac Playmakers will feature 

Neil Simon's The Sunshine Boys.  Details of
date, time, and how you can attend for just

$1.00 will be available soon!
 
 



Class begins Friday, April 7

Every Friday 

11:00 AM – 12:00 PM 

TH

This class gets you moving by incorporating 
standing aerobic activity, chair workouts with 
weights for strengthening and core workout, 
balance exercises and stretching. 

Achieving your fitness goals just became fun!! 



These programs are live and interactive. Registration is required. 
To learn more or to register by phone, call our 24/7 Helpline at 1-800-272-3900. 

Visit alz.org/CRF to find in person education opportunities near you.
 

Virtual Education Programs
MARCH 2023

Healthy Living for Your Brain & Body: Learn about research in the areas of diet and nutrition, 
exercise, cognitive activity and social engagement, and use hands-on tools to help you incorporate 
these recommendations into a plan for healthy aging.

Tuesday, 3/7/2023 10:00-11:00 am | REGISTER AT bit.ly/ALZ3723

Understanding Alzheimer's and Dementia: Learn about the impact of Alzheimer's; the difference 
between Alzheimer's and dementia; stages and risk factors; current research and treatments available 
for some symptoms; and Alzheimer's Association resources.
Tuesday, 3/28/2023 10:00-11:00 am | REGISTER AT bit.ly/ALZ32823

The 10 Warning Signs of Alzheimer's: Learn how to recognize common signs of the disease; how to 
approach someone about memory concerns; the importance of early detection and benefits of a 
diagnosis; possible tests and assessments for the diagnostic process, and Alzheimer's Association 
resources.
Tuesday, 3/21/2023 10:00-11:00 am | REGISTER AT bit.ly/ALZ032123

Dementia Conversations: Join us to learn tips for breaking the ice with your family so you can 
address some of the most common issues that are difficult to discuss: going to the doctor for a 
diagnosis or medical treatment, deciding when to stop driving, and making legal and financial plans for 
future care.

Thursday, 3/16/2023 10:00-11:00 am | REGISTER AT bit.ly/ALZ31623

@alzmaryland

facebook/com/marylandalz

For more information, visit our website at alz.org/maryland, or call our 24/7 Helpline.
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Car Thieves Going High-Tech

Wireless key fobs are convenient, allowing drivers to open a car door with a touch or open a
rear hatchback with a sweep of a foot. But those key fobs are also a potential vulnerability for
thieves to exploit. One example is the Relay Attack, a two-person attack. The first crook walks up
to the victim’s front door with an antenna and a device that receives and then retransmits the
signal from a car key fob. An accomplice waits nearby at the car door, usually with another
device, to open the car when the signal is received. 

This technique has been used for several years. Consequently, some higher-end targets have
come up with creative solutions. Some automakers, for example, now use software that tells the
car key fob to stop transmitting when it’s not moving. Car owners can also thwart such attacks
themselves with some precautionary steps. First, don’t toss your key fob into a bowl in your
foyer; keep the key far away, say, in your bedroom or kitchen. Second, you can use an RFID-
blocking box or bag, sometimes called a Faraday pouch, to hold your key fob at home. Designed
to block electromagnetic field (EMF) radiation, a Faraday pouch will prevent anyone from tapping
into the fob’s RFID signal. Finally, if you have the option, park your car in a locked garage rather
than leaving it in the driveway. 

2. The Kia Challenge 
Thieves are now creating social media videos to show others how to steal cars for joyrides. The
recent Kia Challenge video series targets pre-2022 Kia models and entry-level Hyundai
vehicles, such as the 2015 to 2019 Sonata. 

The videos on Tiktok and YouTube describe how to remove the covering on those cars’ steering
columns, take out the key ignition cylinder and use a standard USB plug to physically turn on

With all the advanced technology in today’s vehicles, from GPS to cellular connections, one 
would think it’s just about impossible to steal a car. But criminals have managed to keep up. 

Auto theft is going up,” says Kay Wakeman, director of insurance outreach for the Insurance 
Institute for Highway Safety and the Highway Loss Data Institute (HLDI). “We found overall 
losses from theft were up 70 percent during a four-year period from 2017 to 2021, and that was 
surprising because it was only up 7 percent between 2013 and 2017,” Wakeman says. 

New forms of high-tech break-ins have come to the forefront. Now catalytic converter thefts are 
a criminal mainstay while TikTok and YouTube videos offer instructions on how to hijack certain 
cars for a joyride. 

Different kinds of car crimes “go in ebbs and flows,” Wakeman says, but there’s no question that 
whole vehicle thefts are going up. Here are the top high-tech ways cars and trucks are being 
stolen today — and how to protect yourself. 

1. Key fob hacks 

Shawn Perry WCCOA Elder Abuse Victim Advocate
Source/Credit: John R. Quain, AARP: March 03, 2023



the ignition switch and start the car. The whole operation requires only a screwdriver and a USB 
cable. It works on less-expensive models from Kia and Hyundai because they do not include 
so-called immobilizers that cut off power and usually lock the steering wheel. 

How popular has the Kia Challenge crime wave been? HLDI’s Wakeman says that her group
saw thefts more than double in Wisconsin and increase rapidly in other states thanks to the 
challenge. 

The National Insurance Crime Bureau asked social media outlets to take down these how-to 
videos, although it’s still easy to find them online. Matthew Phillips, CEO of Car Pros, a large Kia 
dealership group on the West Coast, says that about 75 percent of the vulnerable models will
get free software upgrades. However, the updates are specific to each model, so the rollout is 
coming in stages and owners will have to visit their local dealership to get the security patch. 
Owners of the remaining vehicles will be offered steering wheel locks. (Owners can contact 
Hyundai at 800-633-5151 and Kia at 800-333-4542 for updates.) 

Phillips also points out that the criminals still have to physically break into a car to perform this 
hack. “The only thing high-tech is the distribution of the information,” Phillips says. “It’s smash
and grab.” Until owners receive the update, they should use a steering wheel lock or try not to 
leave their vehicles parked in open lots or on the street. 

3. Catalytic converter thefts 
Sometimes it’s not the method of theft but the target itself that is high tech. That’s the story
behind the epidemic of catalytic converter thefts, which are so common they have a nickname
— “cat thefts.” According to the National Insurance Crime Bureau, catalytic converter thefts 
increased 1,215 percent between 2019 and 2022. 

Catalytic converters are anti-pollution devices and are part of most gas-powered vehicle
exhaust systems. To create a chemical reaction that reduces emissions, catalytic converters use 
three precious metals: rhodium, palladium and platinum. These metals have become very 
precious indeed, with rhodium alone recently priced at $9,750 per ounce. That has made cat 
thefts very appealing, especially for Toyota Prius models from 2004 to 2009. 

Wakeman says there are three reasons for the Prius’ particular appeal: The cars have an easily 
recognizable design, they use higher concentrations of precious metals than other models and 
stealing them requires removing just a few bolts. Usually, thieves have to saw off the converter. 
Commercially sold catalytic converter shields, which provide protection around the part, can
help make this process more difficult for thieves, but some experts say they're not very effective. 

Since thieves usually try to sell the stolen parts to salvage businesses, some local police 
departments run regular etching programs to mark converters with the owner’s license plate 
number or VIN number. The markings then act as a deterrent, making it more difficult to sell to



reputable recyclers. If you’re the victim of cat theft, expect to pay anywhere from $300 to
$2,500 to have a replacement converter installed. 

 
4. Code grabbing 
We’ve all done it. You’ve just parked your car at the shopping mall and as you’re walking away,
you wonder, “Did I actually lock the car?” So you reach into your pocket and hit the key fob to
confirm your vehicle is locked. That’s when thieves can strike, intercepting the radio frequency
from your key fob and then copying your code. The flash of a car’s lights tells them which car to
steal. 

The devices used to conduct such an attack are readily available online for about $300 along
with key fobs that can be reprogrammed. This variation on the relay attack means that thieves
don’t have to track cars to the owner’s abode. Often, orders for high-end luxury cars are placed in
advance, so thieves sit and wait until the right model drives into the parking lot and follow it to a
spot. So, be aware of your surroundings and instead of hitting the remote lock button, lock your
car before you walk away. 

Like everything else during the pandemic, car theft went online in a big way during lockdowns 
and quarantines. In 2021, for example, the New York City Police Department busted an 
organized crew that lifted 45 cars over six months. 

According to the NYPD, the theft ring first targeted specific cars and then turned to the dark web 
to get key codes for these models. The group then programmed blank key fobs that enabled 
them to gain access to the cars without triggering the alarm. Once inside, they reprogrammed 
the vehicle’s computer system to circumvent any additional security systems and drove away. 
Incidentally, this type of attack also disables the owner’s key fob.

While law enforcement continually tries to shut down such illegal websites, the only current 
recourse for owners is to not leave their vehicle in public parking spots for days and to use a 
physical device, like a steering wheel lock ($30 to $45), to deter thieves. 

5. Reprogramming theft 


